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astrophysics cannot experiment – 
merely observe and deduce: 

so how do we analyse the Milky Way? 

• What: count stars, gas, dust,…  
                                          3-D structure, size, shape 
• When: quantify chemical elements  
                                          creation rate, star formation history 
• Where: quantify kinematics  
                                           assembly history 
• Why: determine mass  
                                            stars, gas, dark matter 
 
• The future:           Gaia: taking the census of the Milky Way 



The finite speed of light means we see distant galaxies only as they were long ago; 
detailed study of nearby galaxies quantifies the many physical processes seen 
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The first stage of scientific discovery is knowing               
an object exists, and where it is 
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Stellar orbits, star formation history, origin of the elements, Galaxy assembly, 
dark matter, cosmological initial conditions, fundamental physics, solar system(s), … 

How does one study the Milky Way? 



What:  star counting has a distinguished history 

And challenges:  Newton’s   
“fixae stellae” notes for Principia 
 2nd ed.                          CU Library Phil Trans 

75  213-266 

Success 



When:    tracking stardust: origins of the chemical elements 

• H, He & Li are ashes from the Big Bang. All other elements are created in (or by) 
stars, dispersed through supernovae and stellar winds, becoming available to 
form new stars, planets, and people. 

• The different creation processes: iron-peak (Fe, Cr..), alpha (C, O, Mg, Ca, Si..), 
light (N, F), proton capture (Sc, V), rapid- (Ba, Eu) or slow(Sr)-neutron capture … 
correspond to stars of different lifetimes, and so the elements form a cosmic 
clock, which allows us to decode the sequence of events which began  13Gyr 
ago, and which continues today 

Gaia-ESO is a 450-person team 
delivering the first large-telescope 
spectroscopic survey of the Milky Way 



Where:  kinematics provides a new discovery space 

Sagittarius dwarf galaxy: 
our nearest neighbour. 
      discovered 1994 

Image courtesy Daily Mail 

Sagittarius is the prototype of the many small  
galaxies which merge to assemble large galaxies 

We have now found 25+ new satellites of the Milky Way, and several debris streams 
  - which is interesting, as standard cosmology predicts some 1000+ satellites… 
                 we are discovering the continuing assembly of the outer Galaxy 



Why:     adding kinematics 
• A star’s line of sight (radial) speed toward/away from us is determined by 

the Doppler shift of its spectrum. 
• These velocities, together with star counts, are the information to weigh 

the Galaxy. The stellar velocities provide a (collisionless) pressure  which 
balances gravity. Thus one can deduce the gravitational field and mass. 

• Extending star counts determines the total mass in gas, dust & stars –  
            and useful information on the range of stellar masses at birth. 
• This leads to an anomaly:  there is more  
    mass locally than is visible  dark matter  
 
            The measured dark matter density  
                      locally is 0.35 GeV/c² 
  1Gev/c² = 1 hydrogen atom 

 
We are now working to measure the 
distribution and “temperature” of dark matter 



what comes next?  
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              There is an elephant in the astrophysics room: 
           all distances depend on very few, inaccurate, stellar parallaxes 

Thanks to Ian for the elephant 

The cosmological distance scale is the  
     weak link in modern astrophysics 



Data flow: 50Gb/day for 5-6 years;  total processed data and archives  1PByte 
computational challenge :  1.5 x 10²¹ FLOP – and highly sophisticated algorithms 

   Gaia:    ESA’s premier astrophysics mission of the decade 
 
 
 

Gaia  is transformational – the first 3-D galaxy 
precision distances and motions for 1 billion stars 

 

the heart of Gaia is the largest 
camera array yet built, sending us 
a video of the sky for 5 years. 
 
the imaging data will be 
processed in Cambridge 

Launch:             Oct/2013 
 
Work started:         1990 
 
Project approved:  2000 
 
Project end:            2022 
 
Total cost:            900M€ 



Gaia has exciting outreach potential – as well as awesome science 
Gaia will discover new transient sources in real-time, and we will distribute them freely. 
We will work with children and amateur astronomers to do original science analysing these 
                         ---   to learn about science by doing science 
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